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With the New Year already in full swing, Spring isn’t too far behind –and neither are the gorgeous
new styles in lingerie collections! Neutral or candy-coloured, lacy or whimsical, the fantastic
world of lingerie continues to delight and inspire this coming season.
I’ve brought together an exclusive sneak preview of a few of the styles coming to Now That’s
Lingerie.com starting January, including some of my favourite pieces, and highlighted a few
major trends to watch for. Get ready to zing into Spring!

Triumph

Since 1886 when this company started in a barn as a classic corsetry
manufacturer, Triumph continues to supply women everywhere with quality intimates for our
wardrobes. Be it seductive pieces at their finest, or ultra-high-performance
undergarments, Triumph offers comfort and above all, quality.
This Spring/Summer 2012, Triumph whisks us away to magical Europe, and we simply can’t get
enough of these feminine indulgences, especially all the beautiful laces and florals this collection
has to offer!
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The pastel palette is always en vogue for this season and on the other end of the colour spectrum,
sorbet-bright colours make a cheerful comeback as well. Have you seen how charming they can be
with carousels and ice cream parlours? Check out Louis Vuitton’s 2012 Spring/Summer RTW
collection! To herald this colourful return from the muted neutrals of winter fashions, here are some
breezy, feminine styles that Triumph has to offer. Oh, and don’t forget to send us a postcard from
your European holiday! 😉
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Want a demurely sophisticated look? This Petites All Over Lace push-up bra (shown here
in raspberry pink) is perfect for discovering the Joie de Vivre of Paris!
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Curvy ladies alert! Triumph’s Valisere II collection allows women the freedom to celebrate their
curves confidently in luxurious comfort and sophisticated styles! And for those of you curvy ladies
who like feminine things, Valisere II is only too happy to oblige with their Femme
Desire collection.

Blush
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This season, Blush promises flirtatious, and they definitely deliver. I love the subtle femininity
of Blush’s lacy, sheer and silky soft slips and sets – you will notice that lace features predominantly
in their new collection –just the way we adore it. Easy, grown-up glamour with a nod to more
sophisticated retro cuts, you’ll find it hard to refrain from playfully winking at yourself in the
mirror.
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Perhaps my favourite out of their collection, this Sweet Vintage slip is the perfect antidote to the last
of your winter blues. This silky slip is too good to be kept a secret… it wouldn’t hurt to have a little
bit of the gorgeous lace embroidered detailing peeking out of your dress!

Another favourite is the Idylle matching push-up bra and thong… it has the flirtiest of the spring
trends –lace and exquisite floral detailing– combined into one set. Love!

Montelle
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Another top ten trend for Spring 2012 is matte satin. Lanvin for instance, showcased beautiful
pieces made of the material. This translates into lingerie styles rather well, because it is such a
‘touch-me’ fabric, with its interesting texture and sheen. I’m definitely in love with this set
by Montelle, Bedside Manner!

With the perfect mix of classic and trendy, feminine and a little naughty, there is much to look
forward to with the arrival of balmier weather!
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Are you excited for the new collections of intimates for this coming Spring? Be the first to know by
subscribing to the free Now That’s Lingerie newsletter!
Comment here below, connect with us over Twitter (@nowthatslingeri), and on our Facebook
page!
Cathie
cathie@nowthatslingerie.com
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